Abstract. The complex representation theory of a finite Lie group G is related to that of certain "generic algebras". As a consequence, formulae are derived ("the Comparison Theorem"), relating multiplicities in G to multiplicities in the Weyl group W of G. Applications include an explicit description of the dual (see below) of an arbitrary irreducible complex representation of G.
Introduction. Let G be the group of F^-rational points of a (connected) reductive F(/-group G, where F^ is the Galois field of q elements. The purpose of this paper is to study the complex representation theory of G using the "generic algebra" techniques hinted at in our earlier paper [9] , to which the present work may be considered a sequel. For any unexplained notation, the reader is referred to [9] . Our main theorem (5.9) compares inner products of certain characters of G with corresponding inner products within its Weyl group W. As an application of this "comparison theorem" we determine precisely what the dual (cf. Curtis [3] ) of an arbitrary irreducible character of G is.
In order to describe our results explicitly, we mention the principal facts concerning the structure of G which we shall require. Firstly, G has a split (/?, N)-oair in characteristic p (where q = pe). Secondly, each standard parabolic subgroup Pj of G (where J is a subset of the simple roots associated with the (/?, N )-structure) has a standard Levi decomposition Pj = MjUj, where Uj is the "unipotent radical" of Pj, and Mj, the standard Levi component of Pj, is again the group of rational points of a reductive F^-group. For more details, the reader is referred to [9, §1] .
The passage between the representation theory of G and of its Weyl group W is accomplished by means of certain "generic algebras", which are associative algebras over a complex polynomial ring and which "specialize" to various complex algebras which have significance for the representation theory of G and IF. More precisely, the "Harish-Chandra principle" (see [9, §1] or §3 below) organizes the representations of G into "series" which consist of the irreducible constituents of a fixed induced cuspidal representation Ind(P7 -» G; D) (where PL is a parabolic subgroup of G and D is a cuspidal representation of ML). In [9] , the constituents of a single series were studied by elucidating the structure of the endomorphism algebra of IndiP, -» G; D). In §1 of the present work we make explicit the connection between the decomposition of induced representations and the representation theory of the associated endomorphism algebras by introducing two pairs of adjoint functors and studying the way they interact. This transfers the study of any particular series to the study of a certain endomorphism algebra.
The principal result of [9] (see §3 below) was that the endomorphism algebras concerned have an explicit presentation in terms of the ramification group WiD) (see §2 below) of D and certain powers pa of the characteristic. Replacing these pa by indeterminates ua, one constructs "generic algebras" over the ring C[{«a}]; §4 of the present work is devoted to the study of these generic algebras and of the connection between their representation theory and that of their various specializations, among which are twisted group algebras of the ramification groups WiD). This provides (Theorem (4.8)) explicit descriptions of each of the series of representations of G, in terms of data relating to the cuspidal representation and its ramification group.
In §5 a refinement (5.6) of this description is proved, in which G is replaced by the Levi component M, of the parabolic subgroup Pj. In addition, certain geometric results concerning the ramification groups and their representation theory are given, which in §6 and §7 are transported into results concerning G.
In general terms, the Comparison Theorem (5.9) states that if <j> and t/» are characters of appropriate projective representations of the ramification group Wi8) and its subgroup W/ Pi IF(ô) (where wL C J C II and 8 is an irreducible cuspidal character of ML), and ^, tjm1í, are the corresponding characters in the 5-series of G and w<5-series of Mj respectively, then the multiplicities of ^ in Ind showing that both multiplicities are equal to a certain multiplicity which arises in the generic algebra context. En route, one encounters a certain subalgebra Aj K of the generic algebra which is related to the representation theory of Mj, but which needs to be "conjugated" so that its specializations may be explicitly identified. Hence the necessity for §3, where the results of [9] are recalled and slightly generalized.
The Duality Theorem (7.5) shows that with the above notation, the dual f£ of ^ is equal to (-l 
where a is a certain one-dimensional character of IF(<5) which is described geometrically (see (5.2) ) and which reduces to the sign character of W in the case of principal series. Thus our theorem generalizes the results of Curtis [3] who studied the case of principal series (1#) and McGovern [12] , who treated the case of generalized principal series, where L is empty but 8 ^ 1. These two authors also proved results corresponding to the comparison theorem in their respective situations, as did Lusztig [11] for the case where 8 is a unipotent cuspidal representation. The major results of the present work were announced in [7] .
1. Endormorphism algebras and induced modules. In this section we develop certain results connecting the submodules of a module with representations of its endomorphism algebra. These results are applied to study endomorphism algebras of induced modules, in particular to prove a "strong Frobenius reciprocity theorem" (1.13) which asserts that two functors commute. Most results in this section are rather familiar, and we shall therefore give only sketchy proofs.
Let F be a (unital) module for a complex semisimple algebra A. We assume that dimc V is finite, and (w.l.o.g., since A may be replaced by its enveloping algebra in Endc V) that A acts faithfully on V. Let E = End^ V, and write elements of E as left operators on V. Denote by & and $ the categories of left A-and £-modules respectively. We define contravariant functors iy: & -> £ and g': ¡S -» éE as follows:
(1.1) Definition, (i) For M E (î, define 3(M) = Hom^M, F). The £-action on ÏÏiM) is defined by (<?<J>)(m) = e(<í>(w)) (e e E,m E M, <¡> E g(M)).
(ii) For N E $, define îy'iN) = Hom/.(A', V). The /Faction is defined by (axb)in) = a(xp(n)) (aEA,n E N, ^ E S'(iV)).
We leave it to the reader to check that these definitions yield contravariant functors as claimed.
( 1.2) Lemma. We have
vvnere in (i) a«ti (iii) //te isomorphisms are in S, while in (ii) a«i/ (iv) the isomorphisms are in fcf. (ii) If M E â is irreducible then so is 5(M).
Proof, (i) is trivial. For (ii), suppose M E 6E is irreducible. Since V is faithful, it has a component isomorphic to M, whence g(M) = Hom^A/, F) ^ 0. Take any nonzero element /G ?j(M). Since M is irreducible and / ¥= 0, the A -submodule /(M) of F is isomorphic to A/, and since V is completely reducible /(M) has a complement in V. Hence there exists 8 E Hom^K, M) such that 0/is the identity on M. Now if g E ft ( M ) is arbitrary then e = gd E E satisfies ef = g. It follows that / generates a(M) as £-module. Since this holds for any nonzero element /E g(AQ, g(A/) is irreducible. D (1.4) Lemma. 77ie algebra E is semisimple.
Proof. Write V = 1n,U, (direct sum) where the U, are irreducible /1-submodules of V and the n, are positive integers. By (1.2) and (1.3) we have that E = %n,F(U¡); this is an expression of the left regular £-module EE as a sum of irreducibles. By (ii) ¡5' takes irreducibles to irreducibles.
Proof. From (1.2)(i) and (ii) and (1.4) it is clear that the roles of A and E are symmetric; thus (1.4)' follows from (1.3) on replacing A, E and ft by E, A and ft' respectively. D (1.4)" Corollary, (i) The functors ft and ft' define mutually inverse bijections between the sets of equivalence classes of irreducible A-modules and irreducible E-modules.
(ii) For any X E fcE, we have ft'ft( X) s X and similarly for ft ft'.
Proof. The functorial nature of ft, ft' ensures that they define maps between equivalence classes of modules. If M is an irreducible /4-module, we have the evaluation map e: M -» ft'ft(M)
given by m h-» em, where em(<i>) = <$>im) (</> E ft(M) = Hom/)(M, V)). Clearly kere = 0, and since ft'ft(M) is irreducible (by (1.3X0 and (1.4)'(i)) we have that e: M -ft'ft(M) is an isomorphism. Similarly, iVsftft'(/V)(AfGg) and (i) follows. Part (ii) is immediate by additivity. D (1.6) Proposition. Let A be a complex semisimple associative algebra as above and V any ileft) A-module inot assumed faithful). Let E = Hom^F, V). Then (i) The functors ft and ft' defined in (1.1) define inverse bijections between the equivalence classes of irreducible A-submodules of V and irreducible E-modules.
(ii) The conclusion of ( 1.4)" remains true provided that we restrict X E âto modules whose irreducible components occur in V.
(iii) The conclusion of (1.5) remains true provided that at least one of N, M has only irreducible components occurring in V.
We now turn our attention to induced modules. Assume that A is a finite-dimensional semisimple C-algebra and that B is a semisimple subalgebra which contains the identity element of A. Let M be a left 5-module.
(1.7) Definition. The /1-module induced from M is MA = HomB(/l, M) where the A action is given by iaf)ix)=f(xa) (a,xEA,fEMA).
Remark. We shall be mostly interested in the case where A is the group algebra (possibly twisted) of a finite group, and B is the algebra of a subgroup. It is well known that in this case our definition and the alternative (dual): MA = A ® BM yield isomorphic modules. Proof. This follows readily from (1.8) and (1.9); the map 77 of ( Proof. Let e E EB and define ë: MA -+ MA by ë<?ia) = e(</>(a)) (<i> G MA, a E A). It is easily verified that ë E EA and that e 1-» ë is a C-algebra homomorphism. If ë, = ë2, then e,(<í>(l)) = e2i<j>il)) f°r all <¡> E MA, and since tt: <j> \-> <i>(l) is surjective (1.8), it follows that ex = e2. Thus e \-> ë is injective.
If <i>(l) = 0, then e<í>(l) = e(<f>(l)) = 0; thus each element ë (e G EB) of EA preserves ker-rr. Conversely, if f E EA satisfies /(kerw) C kerw, then / induces a B-endomorphism e of M A/ker tt, which is isomorphic as .B-module (by (1.8)) to M. We then have (for ^> G MA), e(w<i>) = w( f<j>), and a short computation shows that (e<í>)(a) = (/<í>)(a) (<f> G MA, a E A). Thus/= ë as required. D Let TV be any A -module. Then Hom,,(/V, MA) is an EA module in the notation of (1.11), and by (1.11) may be regarded as an /JB-module by restriction. On the other hand TV is a B-module by restriction and thus Horn B( N, M ) is an /iB-module in the obvious way. Of course various other commutative diagrams may be constructed using the adjoints ft'¿, Ind, etc. of the above functors. We shall apply (1.13) to study induced characters of finite groups, and reformulate the results accordingly. If H is a subgroup of the finite group G, M a C//-module and x the character of M, we write Ind(/7 -> G; x) for the character of MCG. Similarly we write Res(G -* H; <j>) for the restriction to H of a character <i> of G.
Let G, H, M, x be as in the previous paragraph. For any intermediate subgroup K,iH*zK< G), let EK = EndCAr(Mc*) and let ft^ be the functor associated with the C/<r-module MCK. If X is a C/<-module with character tj, we write tj' for the character of the f^-module ft^JV). By (1.4), if tj is an irreducible constituent of Ind(// -» K; x) then tj' is an irreducible character of EK. By (1.11) EK embeds in EG and so characters of Ec yield characters of EK by restriction.
(1.14) Corollary. Suppose ias above) that H < K < G are finite groups and that X is a complex character of H. Let EK C EG be the endomorphism algebras associated with the characters Ind(// -» K; x) and Ind(// -» G; x)-TAe« (i) The map r/ h» tj' defines a bijection from the set of irreducible constituents of Ind(// -> K; x) to the set of irreducible characters of EK.
(ii) // J « awv character of G and f ' is l/ze corresponding character of Ec, then the multiplicity oft] in Res(G -» K; f ) is eaua/ io i/ze multiplicity oft]' in Res(£c -» /s^-; f) (tj, tj' ai i« (i)).
Proof. That 171-» tj' is a bijection follows from (1.4) and (1.6). Let y be a CG (1.15) Proposition. Let A be as in (1.1) and o: Vx -> V2 an isomorphism of A-modules. Let E, = End^F,) (1 = 1,2), and for any A-module M with character f, let £', be character of the associated E-module ft,-(M) = YAomAiM, V,). Then e »-» oeox is an isomorphism Ex -» E2, and fj(e) = Ç'2ioeo~x) for all e E Ex.
Proof. It is obvious that e i-> oeo~x is an isomorphism: Ex -* E2. Also, 8: f\-> of is a vector space isomorphism ft,(M) -» ft2(M) and we have for e G Ex the following commutative diagram:
It follows that the trace of E on ft,(Af ) equals the trace of oeox on ft2(M), i.e. that f{(e) = ßiaeo-1).
2. Characters of projective representations. In this section we introduce some notation and state without proof some straightforward results concerning projective representations of finite groups. In what follows p will be a fixed 2-cocycle for the finite group G. That is, p: G X G -» Cx satisfies p(x, j>)p(xy, 2) = p(*, V^)p(.y, z) ix, y,z E G).
Let (CG)^ be the twisted group algebra of G determined by p; (CG)M has linear basis {3c I x G G) and multiplication satisfying xy = p(x, j^xy (x, _y G G). If R is a projective representation of G whose 2-cocycle is p (i.e. Rix)Riy) = pix, y)Rixy) for x, y E G-we call such representations p-representations), then R is associated in an obvious way with a representation of (CG) ; conversely, a representation of (CGL. yields a projective representation of G, with 2-cocyle p.
Define the character of a projective representation R to be p: G -» C, given by pix) = trace R(x) (x G G). We say that p is a p-character of G if R is a p-representation. Let Irr^G) be the set of all irreducible p-characters of G, and Char^G) the Z-module of complex functions on G which is generated by the p-characters. For p G Char^G) define p: G -» C by
Then p(x) = trace R(x)~'. For p, o G Char^G) define their inner product to be
We define induced characters as follows: let a G Char^//), where H < G and p is also used to denote the restriction of p to //. Define Ind(// -» G; a) by Ind(ff -G; a)(x) = |//f' 2 "U^ .»(A) y n(y,y xy) (for x G G; the summation extends over the elements y E G with.y'x.y G H). iwhere the latter Ind is ordinary induction of characters).
wAere inner products in Char^//) are defined in analogous fashion to inner products in Char/G).
Lemma (2.1) may be proved by using p to construct a central extension G of G and then using the corresponding results for the ordinary representation theory of G. Alternatively, one may proceed directly, imitating the proof of these results.
If G is a subgroup of G0 then for x G G0 we define the 2-cocycle xp of the group XG = xGxx by (xp)(y,z) = p(yx,zx) (y,zExG).
If p G Char^G) then xp: h t-» ihx) is an xp-character of XG (A G*G). If x above is
in G, then xp and p are cohomologous, i.e. there is a function a: G -* Cx such that (xp)(y, z) = aiy)aiz)aiyz)~Xniy, z) fory, z EG.
Indeed, aig) = nig, x)"'p(x, gx) is such a function. If H < G and x EG then for any p-character p of //, the function xp defined by
is a p-character ofA//. The following two results are easily verified:
(2.2) Lemma. // p is a ^.-character of G and a: G -» Cx is any function, then the product ap is a ¡i'-character of G, where p'(x, y) = a(x)a( j)a(xj)"'p(x, y). Moreover p\-+ ap is a bijection from IrrM(G) to Irr^G). (b) Ind(// -G; p) = Ind(*// -G, xp).
3. Endomorphism algebras of induced cuspidal representations. This section contains a resume and slight extension of some of the results of [9] . These will be used later in conjunction with the results of §1 to establish the comparison theorem ( §5 below). In addition, the results of §4 concerning generic algebras and their specializations depend on the facts recalled here.
We shall adhere closely to the notation of [9] . With G and IF as in the introduction, let E be the Euclidean space on which IF acts, Ec£ the corresponding root system, Il C 2 the set of simple roots determined by the choice of a fixed Borel subgroup BEG. Then the standard parabolic subgroups of G are the groups Pj, J E II. For w E W = N/B n N, denote by w a (fixed) representative of w in N. If R is a (complex) representation of a subgroup H of G and x is an element of G, then xR is defined as the representation of XH given by (xR)(g) = Rigx), for g EXH. We use D to denote the representation of PL (L C n) obtained by lifting the representation D of ML (contrary to [9] , where D* was used) and we use " " also to denote other liftings of representations and characters via projections such as PL -» ML, relying on the context to make it clear what is the kernel of the projection involved. Following Curtis [3] we make the following definition for £ G Char(G): The irreducible characters of G may therefore be described in terms of the decomposition of induced cuspidal characters. A key concept in this decomposition is that of the ramification group: (3.4) Definition. Let 8 be an irreducible cuspidal character of ML iL E Yl). The ramification group IF(ô) of 8 is defined by Wi8) = {w G W\wL = L,w8 = 8).
For the remainder of this work we take LCll and the cuspidal irreducible character 5 of M, to be fixed; we also fix a representation D of ML with character 8.
Let M° be the subgroup of G generated by M, and the elements {w \ w G IF(i5)}. Then ML < M° and M°/MLs Wi8). In particular any 2-cocycle p of Wi8) becomes a 2-cocycle of M ° by the rule p(wxmx, w2m2) = p(w,, w2) (m, E M,, w, E IF(á)). In (3.10) below a fixed choice of p shall be made. 
(iv) With w as in (i) and K = wiLU {a}), the character Ind(Pw, n MK -MK; w8) has exactly two irreducible constituents (this is always true) whose degrees are not equal.
Note that this notation is essentially the same as in [9] -see (3.2), (2.4) of [9] . (3.7) Definition.
For a E Y, let pa > 1 be the ratio of the degrees of the characters mentioned in (3.6) (iv) above.
By [9,(3. 18)] pa is an integral power of p, and by [loc. cit (3.20)] pa is independent of w. Proof. Let a G r,. Choose w E IF satisfying (3.6)(i); then let K = w(L U {a)) as in (3.6)(iv) and let wx = wv. Then from (3.6)(i)-(iv) respectively, we have The 2-cocycle p of WiS) appearing in (i) and (ii) also satisfies (3.5) above, and has the further properties that p(xu, yw) = nix, y) for all x, y E C(ô), v, w E R(5), and p(x, 1) = p(l, x) = 1 for all x G C(<5).
Henceforth we assume that, in addition to L and D, the cocycle p is fixed in accordance with (3.10) .
Apart from the slight complication due to the cocycle p the algebra EGiD) has the same structure as the algebras arising from generalized Tits systems considered in [11] .
In the course of proving our Comparison Theorem we will need to investigate EGiwD) = YxtdCGi\ndiPwL -» G; wD)) for various w E W with wL E II as well as EjiwD) = Endc^IndiP^ -» Py, wD)) for various J. For this we need some information on the structure of the groups W/ n IF(S), a description of the injection EjiwD) -» EGiwD) (guaranteed by (1.11)) in terms of natural bases for these algebras, and a slight generalization of [9, Lemma (4.2)] to deal with homomorphisms between the spaces ^GiwD) for various w. (1) w~xCjiw8)w < eis) n Wf.
From r,+ = wY+ we deduce also that for all v E WiwS) the map a \-> w~xa is a bijection from Niv) D Yx+ to A^(u") D Y+ . So if a G Yx n (7) and /V(u(a, wL)) n T, = {a}, then nr'a G T and Niviw~xa, L)) n Y = {w~xa}. Thus w~xa E A, and (since a G (J))w~xa E A. Hence (2) w-xRjiwS)w<Ri8)A.
Now by (1) and (2), IF/ n WiS) = w~xiWj n IF(w5))w < R(8)A ■ (W/ n C(8)).
The reverse inclusion is obvious. D
If w E IF and wL C n then as in (3.10) of [9] we define BD ¿. %iD) -%iwD) by (3.14.0) (BD,J)(x)=\UwL\X 2 f(w-xyx).
From (3.11)(i) and (3.17) of [9] we have that BDi is a CG-isomorphism. The next result, which together with its proof is almost identical with Lemma (4.2) of [9] deals with composites of maps like BDi/.
(3.14) Lemma. Suppose v,wEW,vLE Yf, wvL E Yl, T, = vY. If v'xa E 2+ for alla G T, n Niw) ithat is, Niv~x) D Niw) DYX= 0) then
Because of its similarity with the proof of Lemma (4.2) of [9] which deals with the special case v E IF(D), we omit the proof. By (3.11) and (4.11) of [9] the elements Tv (u G WiS)) of (3.10) are related to the (Note that wD° is a projective representation of (MwL, WiwS)) which extends wD.) Proof. We have %iwD) = {/: Pj -V\f(xy) = (ivD)(x)/(j) for all x G PwL,y E Pj).
Define similarly %iwD) = {/: Pj -V\fixy) = (ivfl)(x)/(;y) for all x G PwL,y E Pj).
By (1.10) there is a natural CP,-homomorphism tt: WGiwD) -» ^(vvD) which takes each / G FGiwD) to its restriction to Pj. The image of EjiwD) under the injection £,(*»£>) -EGiwD) is (by (1.11)) [T E EGiwD) \ Tiker-n) C ker^} (where tt is the surjection above). But dim EjiwD) =\ W} n IF(w6)| ; so to show that {T'v\v E Wj n WiwS)} is a basis for this space it suffices to show that TJ(ker77) C ker77 for all v E Wj n IF(h»íS). Let / G ker tt and x E Pj. Then for all y E UvwL we have v~xy E P} (since wL E J and v E Wj), and tT^y* G Pj. Since the restriction of / to Pj is zero /(tT'yoc) = 0 and by the definition of B¿D¿ we have iB¿D ¿/)(x) = 0. But Proof. We employ a method due to Tits (see [10] ) and only sketch the proof. Let £ be the subalgebra of Endq¡iA) generated by all the Xa (a G A) and Xx (x G C (5)), and <5l the subalgebra of End^iA) generated by all the pa and px.
The first step is to show that £ and 61 centralize each other, by showing that all the generators of £ commute with all the generators of 6Jl. This is done by consideration of several cases, of which we present only two:
( But we also have (xw)(a) £ Y+ ; so PaXÁaw) = P-(x, w)paiaxw) = p(x, w)(uaaxwv + («a -l)axw).
By Theorem Í3.10), nix, wv) = p(x, w), and hence Xxpaiaw) = paXxiaw). and since p i-» piax) is surjective it follows that X = 0. This proves the injectivity of X h* Xiax); a similar argument applies to the map p h» piax). We now define multiplication on A by setting piax)oiax) equal to ipo)iax) for all p,oER (so that p i-» p(a,) becomes an algebra isomorphism). It is easily checked that this multiplication has the required properties, and uniqueness is clear too. D If /: öD -» C is a homomorphism we make C into a right ^-module by defining c-r-cf(r), rei.cEC.
Then the specialized algebra As = C ® "-¡,^4 is a C-algebra with basis {a"^| w G IF(ô)} where aw/= 1 ® aw, and the structure constants are obtained by applying/ to the (ii) This is immediate on comparing the statement of Theorem (3.10) with the multiplication table of A. (ii) If tw is the isomorphism EGiD) -» £c(m»/)) defined in (3.15) lAe/r lAe /wage o/ /(^.J (C EGiD)) under rw is EjiwD) = End,,iInd(/>wL -Py wD)).
Proof, (i) Let Ax be the subalgebra of A generated by [ax, av\x E Wf1' n CiS), v = via, L), a E A). We use induction on n(u) to show that au E Ax for all u E WjK n WiS). If niu) = 0 then by (3.9) , u E C(5) and the result is trivial. If niu) >0 then by (3.13) we may write« = luwithl G IF/ D IF(ô), n(l) = niu) -1, and v = via, L), a G A. The inductive hypothesis gives a, E Ax and (4.1)(iv) gives au = a,av; we deduce (since avE Ax) that au E Ax, as required. Thus AJw E Ax.
Now let x G IF/ n CiS), a E A, v = via, L), « G IF/ n WiS). Since x G C(ô)
and a G A we may use (4.1) to obtain expressions for axau, auax, avau and auav, and in particular we see that all these products lie in AJw since xu, ux, vu, uv and u all lie in Wjw n IF(c)). Thus it follows that AJw = Ax, and moreover the expressions obtained for axau, auax, avau and auav show that AJw has the presentation described in the statement above.
(ii) This is a straightforward consequence of Theorem (3.16) and (i) above. D
For a E Y define ua = uwa for any w E WiS) such that wa E A (this is clearly independent of w). For each w E WiS) define uw to be the product Yluu over a E Niw) n T. WritepB. =/(«J, as in [9,(4.9) ].
For a, b G A define (a, b) G ÛD to be the coefficient of a, when ab is expressed as a linear combination of the aw, w E WiS). Clearly ( , ) is ^-bilinear, and associative in the sense that (aA, c) = ia, be). (4.7) Proposition. Let A0: <$)" -C be a homomorphism and let h: 6D -* C be a fixed extension ofh0. Assume that the specialization Ah is semisimple.
(i) For each irreducible %-character x of A ®<,D5C we have x(aw) e c^ for aŵ E WiS).
(ii) If xh is defined by xh(a*h) = n(x(aK)) (w e WiS)) then xh is on irreducible character of Ah.
(iii) The map x •-* X* ¡s a bijection between the set of irreducible ^characters of A <8> ¿¡¡K and the set of irreducible C-characters of Ah.
The proof may be found in [5, proof of (7.1)].
A major application of (4.7) is Proof. From (4.2)(ii) and (iii) it follows that the specializations Af and Ag are respectively isomorphic (canonically) to the complex algebras EGiD) = Endc(Ind(P£ -» G; D)) and (CIF(Ô))M, which are both semisimple. Thus as a consequence of (4.7) we deduce the existence of a canonical bijection between the sets of irreducible characters of EciD) and of (CW^Ô))^. However, by (1.14) the irreducible characters of EGiD) are in canonical bijective correspondence with the irreducible constituents of Ind(PL -» G; S), and the result follows. □ Since we shall need to make use of the definition of the correspondence <j> h> f^ of (4.8) we also state (4.9) Theorem. // $ and ^ are in correspondence as in (4.8) iAere is a unique %rcharacter x of A such that for all w E WiS), xf(owf) = V(TW) andxg(owg) = <j>iw) where f is the character of EciD) which corresponds via (1.14) to the character f^ of G.
The statement (4.9) was proved in the course of proving (4.8).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 5. Representations of G and of W-the Comparison Theorem. It is apparent from the material above, and particularly from Theorem (4.8), that the representation theory of G is intimately connected with that of W and its subgroups WiS), the transition being accomplished by means of the "generic algebras" of §4. In this section we prove some results concerning WiS) and its representation theory and give a refinement (Theorem (5.6)) of the correspondence given in Theorem (4.8). This leads to the statement of a multiplicity formula called the "Comparison Theorem" which we prove in the next section.
Notation is fixed as in the statement of (4.8). The character «, may be thought of as a "sign character" for NwiWL)/WL. We use "a, " also to denote its restriction to any subgroup of NwiWL).
From where the inner sum is over w E Ssi J ).
This theorem will be applied later to the study of "duality" for characters of G. Proof. Any such double coset clearly contains an element w such that w is the shortest element in WjW. For such a w the (linear) map a i-> w~xa from (J) n 2 to 2 is order preserving (it takes positive roots to positive roots). Thus if a is not a fundamental root then neither is w~xa, whence wL consists of fundamental roots and is therefore contained in J. D and w E Vs with wL E J then there is a canonical bijection \p\->y¡, from Irr W)(Wj nwWi8)) to S, the set of irreducible constituents of lndiPwl D Mj -> My, wS).
Proof. Applying (4.3)(i) and (4.7) with AJw in place of A, each character i> E Irr^IFy nM'!F(»5)) canonically determines an irreducible 'Xcharacter x of Aj w <B> % such that l(wuw-l)=g(x(au)) (uEWjwnW(8)).
Similarly, using (4.3)(ii) and (4.7), x canonically determines an irreducible character X' of EjiwD) = EndPjilndiPKl -Py uS) with
x'(T"rj =f(x(au)) (u E w/ n IF (5)).
By (1.14), x' corresponds canonically to an irreducible constituent tj of lnd( PwL^Pyw8).
Define tj^ to be the restriction of tj to Mj. It is clear that the map \p \-> t]^ has the required properties. D Theorem (5.6) may also be proved by applying Theorem (4.8) with C replaced by Mj, Pl by PwL n Mj (which is a standard parabolic subgroup of M} with standard Levi component MwL CM,) and S by w8. One checks that the data (a) and (b) of (4.8) naturally determine corresponding data in this new situation.
Note that if wL E J E II and v E wWiS) then W3 rTIF(<5) = W} nLIF(ô) and
(by the results of §2) the cocycles wp and vp are equivalent. Moreover, by (2.2) there is a natural bijection p: i|» h» pip from the irreducible wp-characters to the irreducible Dp-characters defined by (6)).
Proof. Since v E wWiS) we have vY = wY, and since v, w E Vs we have vY+ E 2+ , wY+ E 2+ . Hence vY+ = wY+ , and so x = w'xv hes in CiS). For any îK-character xofAJV®% we can define a Xcharacter xx of Ajw ® % by (xx)(au) = x{a~xxauax) = p(u, x)p(x, ux)~ x(ax->ux)
for all u E WJ1' n WiS). From the proof of (5.6) x"x corresponds to some \p E IrrwliWj DwWi8)), and we have for u E Wf n WiS), But by (3.14), (3.14.1) and [9, (3.15 Proof. By the results of §2, i/» k> w\p is a bijection from Irr (H/ n WiS)) to IrrK){Wj nwWiS)), and so ^ t-> tjwi/, is a bijection from Irr^IF/ n IF(»5)) to 5. We must show that this is independent of the choice of v E wWiS) D Vs.
Let vx, v2 G wIF(i5) n Vs and let p,, p2 be defined as in ( (5.9) Theorem. Suppose L E Yl ithe set of fundamental roots), S is an irreducible cuspidal character of M, and p is the 2-cocycle of the ramification group WiS) described in (3.10). Let w E W be such that wL E J E Yl. Take <$> E Irr (1^ (5) . The same remark applies to the duality theorem below (Theorem (7.5)).
6. Proof of the Comparison Theorem. In this section we give a proof of Theorem (5.9). We take as fixed the hypothesis of (5.9) and assume (without loss of generality, by (5.10X0 and (3.12)) that w E Vs. Recall that Ind(P£ -G; 5) = Ind(PwL -» G; w8) (see (3.3) ).
Write f = Çç, the constituent of Ind(P£^G;o") which corresponds (as in (4.8)) to the character <j> E Irr (W^S)), and let tj = tj . be the constituent of lndiPKL^ PywS) which corresponds to i/» G Irr,/W/ n WiS)) (see (5.10)(ii)). Let ?' and tj' respectively be the corresponding irreducible characters of EGiD) and EjiwD) (see (1.14)).
Define E = fiAfJw); this is the linear span of (Tv\v E IF/ n WiS)} (see (4.2)). By (4.3) E is the subalgebra of EGiD) which is mapped onto EjiwD) by the In this commutative diagram, the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms and the vertical arrows are inclusions. The map t is the natural inclusion of endomorphism algebras (see (1.11) and (4.3)(ii)). Since EjiwD) is not a subalgebra of EGiD), we may not speak of the "multiplicity of tj' in the restriction of £"', but need to first pull tj' back to E. The result is (6.1) Proposition.
7/Ae multiplicity of tj'tw G Irr(£) in the restriction of f equals the multiplicity of t] E Irr(P,) in the restriction of $.
Proof. Since tJT) = oTo~x (TG EGiD)) where o = BDA is an isomorphism %iD)^ %iwD) it follows from (1.15) that the characters £' of EGiD) and Ç%x of EGiwD) correspond to the same character of G. By (1.14) applied with H = PwL, K = Pj, x = wS, EG = EGiwD) and EK = EjiwD), we deduce that the multiplicity of tj in the restriction of f equals the multiplicity of tj' in the restriction {"t"1. Composing with the isomorphism tw, this equals the multiplicity of tj't^ in the restriction of f'. D. Thus the multiplicity of £ in the restriction of x and the multiplicity of £f in the restriction of xf are both equal torn,; similarly for £g and xg-n Now by (4.9) there is a unique irreducible Xcharacter x of A such that Ç'iTv) = Xf(oVf) and <i>(f ) = xg(avg) f°r ah o E WiS) (recall that f = ^ corresponds to <i>). Proof. Let m be the multiplicity of £ in the restriction of x-From the definition of X, we have that £'/= xf and tj'tm,/= f-f. Hence by (6.2) the multiplicity of i¡'rwfia the restriction of f'/ equals m. Composing with/"1 (see Figure 1) , this also equals the multiplicity of tj'tm. in the restriction of f. Similarly, xg = <S>g and £g = \pg, where g is the isomorphism: Ag -» CIF(r5)M defined by aL,g t-> [u] (u G !F(f3)). Thus by (6.2) m is also equal to the multiplicity of \p in the restriction of </>. D Application to duality theory. The concept of the dual of a character of G was introduced by Curtis [4] and studied by Alvis [1] . In this section we use the explicit parametrization of the characters of G in each "series" (that is, the constituents of each induced cuspidal) provided by Theorem (4.8) to describe explicitly the dual of an arbitrary irreducible character of G. Ind(P,-G;fj)* = Ind(Py -G; tj*).
(ii) For £ G Char(G), we have £** = £. Thus * is an involution. (iii) for £,, £2 G Char(G) we have (£f, ££) = (£,, £2). Thus * is an isometry. In (7.2)(i) the * occurring on the right-hand side denotes the corresponding operation on Char(M,). From (7.2)(iii) we see in particular that the dual of an irreducible character is an irreducible character or the negative of one.
Suppose £ is a cuspidal character of G. Then £(/, ) = 0 for J ¥= Yl, whence (7. 3) for £ cuspidal we have £* = (-1 ) £.
Now consider the situation of §6: if S is an irreducible cuspidal character of M, (L C n) then combining (7.2)(i) and (7.3) gives (7.4) Ind(P£ -G; S )* = (-l)wInd(PL -G; 8).
Thus the transformation * permutes (up to sign) the irreducible constituents of the "series" Ind(P£ -» G; 8) and so to describe the action of * explicitly is to describe the associated permutation for each L and 8. Now Theorem (4.8) shows that these irreducible constituents are parametrized in an explicit way by IrrM(IF(ô)), where IF(S) is the ramification group of 8 and p is the 2-cocycle of WiS) appearing in Theorem (3.10). Thus our description of the effect of * on the constituents of Ind(P£ -» G; 8) will be given in terms of this parametrization. The remainder of this section will be devoted to a proof of (7.5); notation will be as in the statement. The proof consists of evaluating (f*, Ç^,) for <f>, <j>' E Irr^(IF(ô)). By (7.1) and Frobenius reciprocity this leads to consideration of inner products of the form (Res(G -» Py; f^,), tj) where <i> G Irr^ (IF(ô) ) and tj G Irr(My) (for various / C II ). Hence we begin with Ind(Py -» G; 0 ) = Ind(Py -G; Ind(A -Py; y )) = Ind^ -G; y ).
Hence the hypothesis of the lemma implies that (f^, Ind(P^ -* G; y)) ¥= 0, whence (Ind(P£ -» G; 8), lndiPK -» G; y)) ^ 0. By the second part of the Harish-Chandra principle (3.3) applied to G, we deduce that there is an element w E W such that MK =KML = MwL and wS = y. By (5.4) we may take w to be such that wL = K i E J ). The lemma follows. D (7.7) Definition. Fix J ElY. For each w E W such that WL C /, let t]iw) be the set of irreducible constituents of \ndiPwL D My -» My, wS). By (5.5) there is a set SsiJ) of representatives of the (IFy, IF(Ô)) cosets in CLiJ) such that for each w E SsiJ) we have wL E J and wr+ C 2+ . We fix such a set SgiJ) of representatives for each J. Let <f> E Irr,/IF(S)) be fixed also. Moreover tj(w,) ^ t]iw2) implies that tj(w,) and tj(w2) are disjoint (by (3.2) ). The rest of (7.8) is immediate from (7.6). D
We are now able to complete the proof of Theorem (7.5). Proof of Theorem (7.5). We have (sums over y C Yl and w E SS(J)) = (*',(-lfa*) (by (5.3) ).
This proves Theorem (7.5). D
